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It is shown that for every context free language L there effectively exists a test set 
F, that is, a finite subset F of L such that, for any pair (g, h) of morphisms, 
g(x) = h(x) for all x in F implies g(x) = h(x) for all x in L. This result was claimed 
earlier but a detailed correct proof is given here. Together with very recent results 
on systems of equations over a free monoid this result implies that every algebraic 
system of equations i equivalent to a finite subsystem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A number  of results concerning the decidabil ity of problems about 
morphisms have been obtained recently; for a survey of them see Cul ik 
(1980). In an early stage of this work A. Ehrenfeucht made the following 
intriguing conjecture: Every language L has a finite subset F, such that for 
any pair (g, h) of morphisms, g(x) = h(x) for all x in L iff g(x) = h(x) for all 
x in F. Such a finite set F has been called a test set in Cul ik and 
Salomaa (1980), where it has been shown that the conjecture holds true for 
languages over a two-letter alphabet. It is also clear from arguments in Cul ik 
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and Salomaa (1978) that Ehrenfeucht's conjecture holds for regular sets over 
any alphabet, in which case a (finite) test set can even be effectively 
constructed. Effective existence of a test set for each language of family S 
clearly implies that morphism equivalence is decidable for family f ;  i.e., 
given a language L in Y and two morphisms g, h it is decidable whether or 
not g(x) = h(x) for each x ~ L. Therefore test sets cannot effectively exist for 
context sensitive languages ince morphism equivalence for them has been 
shown undecidable in Culik and Salomaa (1978). 
The main purpose of this article is to prove that a test set effectively exists 
for each context free language. This result was already claimed in Albert and 
Culik (1980); however, R. Parchmann discovered and error in the proof of 
Lemma 2 of this article and gave a counterexample (shown in Section 3) to 
this lemma. 
In Section 3 we prove a weaker but still sufficient version of Lemma 2. 
The proof is quite lengthy despite an effort to make it as succinct as possible. 
The next section gives the main result and itsapplication to the testing of 
morphism equivalence. The new applications to systems of algebraic 
equations over a free monoid are discussed in Section 5. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We need only very basic notions of formal language theory. To fix 
notation we specify the following; otherwise we refer the reader to 
Harrison (1978), Hopcroft and Ullman (1979), or Salomaa (1973). 
We study morphisms of a free monoid Z* generated by a finite aphabet Z. 
The unit of 22* is denoted by it and Z + = Z* - {it}. The length of a word x 
in 22* is denoted by Ix]. For two words x and y, xy -~ (resp.y- lx)  denotes 
the right (resp. left) quotient of x by y. The notation prefn(x ) is used to 
denote the prefix of x of length n. By definition, if Ixl < n then pref,(x) = x. 
By pref(L) we mean the set of all prefixes of words in a language L. The 
corresponding notions for suffixes are obtained by replacing pref by suf. 
We are, almost all of the time, working with equations in a free monoid. 
The following basic facts are well known and used without any explicit 
reference; the reader may consult, e.g., Harrison (1978). For each word x in 
22+ there exists a unique word p(x) such that x C p(x)* and p(x) cannot be 
written in the form p(x)=y"  with n>/2. The word p(x) is called the 
primitive root of x, and a word x is called primitive if p(x) = x. For two 
nonempty words x and y, p (x )= p(y)  if and only if xy = yx. For arbitrary x 
and y the identity xy = yx is equivalent to the existence of a word p such that 
x, y Cp*.  We also recall the fact that if two words x" and ym have a 
common prefix of length Ix I +IY l ,  then p(x)=p(y) .  Finally, we state a 
simple lemma, the proof of which is straightforward. 
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LEMMA 1. Let 2; be a finite alphabet and u E S +, v, w, x EZ* .  I f  
uvw = vx, then there exist words p E Z*,  p'  E 2; + and integers i >~ 1, j >/0 
such that u = (pp,)i and v = (pp')J p. Moreover, i f  pp' is chosen to be 
primitive, then p, p' ,  i and j are unique. I 
Next we state our crucial definition. 
DEFINITION. Let L c_ 2;*. We say that a finite set F is a test set for L if 
F_c L and for any two morphisms h, g:  2;o*-~ A* 
h(x) = g(x), for all x E F, 
implies 
h(x) = g(x), for all x C L. 
Intuitively, the above means that to test whether two morphisms agree 
word by word on a language L it is enough to check whether they agree on a 
finite subset F of L. 
Finally, we define the notion of the balance of a word with respect o two 
morphisms; cf. Culik (1980). Let h and g: 2;*-~A* be two morphisms and 
w E 2;*. The balance of  w with respect o the pair (h, g), denoted by flh.x(w), 
is defined by 
/~,e(w) = I h (w) l -  I g(w)l. 
We write simply fl(w) if morphisms h, g are understood. 
3. PUMPING AND TEST SETS 
In this section we show how certain pumping properties of languages are 
related to the existence of a test set. This is done by considering certain types 
of equations in a free rnonoid. We start with a simple example. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let S be a finite alphabet. For any words Xl, x2, Y l, Y2, u i, 
u2, v~ and v 2 the following holds true: 
Xl Yl = X2 Y2 
x~u~y~=x2uzyz  impl iesx lu~v~y~=x2u2v2Y2.  
Xl Ol Yl ~ X2U2 Y2 
To see this, assume x, = xzw for some w E Z*. Then Y2 = wYl and conse- 
quently the second equation yields X2WUlYl=X2U2WYl, i.e., wu~ ~-U2W. 
Similarly, we obtain wv~ =v 2w. Hence, we conclude x,u,v~ y, = 
X2 WUl Vl Yl = X2 U2WVl Yl ~" X2 U2 V2 14771 ~ X2 U2 V2 Y2" 
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The above implies that any regular language, that is, a language satisfying 
the "one place pumping property," has a test set; cf. Culik and 
Salomaa (1978). Indeed, if a language is given by a finite automaton, then its 
tests set is obtained by taking all words yielding a computation where each 
state of the automaton is passed at most twice, i.e., by taking words with 
loop-free computations as well as words with at most single (but possibly 
nested) loop computations. 
If the pumping occurs in two places, as is typical for context free 
languages, then the situation is essentially more complicated. It is not only 
true that single loops are not enough but also that double loops are not 
enough either. This is seen from the following example essentially due to 
R. Parchmann. 
EXAMPLE 2. 
the table: 
Let X = {a, b, d, c7, b} and h, g two morphisms defined by 
a b d 6 6 
h bebb beb b 2 b 
g 2 beb b ebbb b 
It is straightforward to see that h(xdy)=g(xdy) for all (x,y)~ {(2,2), 
(a, d), (b, b), (aa, da), (bb, b-b), (ab, ba), (ba, rib)}, . . . .  actually even for all 
(x, y) E {(a", d"), (b", b")[ n/> 1 }. However, h(abbdbb6) ¢ g(abbdbb6). 
In the following we show that the above is the worst possible situation; 
that is, when we pump in two places, then three loops are enough. To make 
this precise let A = {A, B, C, D, A, B, C, D } and define Q G A * as Q = { (2, 2), 
(X,X), (XY, YX), (XYZ, ZYX)tX, Y, Z E tA,B,C,D}, X 4= Y,X ¢ Z, Y=/== Z}. 
Now, let X be an alphabet and a, fl, 7, 3, 5, fi, ~7, ~ words (not necessarily 
distinct) in 27*. Define a morphism /2:A*--,X* by lu(A)=a, 12(B)=fl, 
/1(C) = y,/z(D) = 3, ~t(,4) = 5,/z(/~) =/~/z(C) = ~] and/z(/)) = ~. We call the 
set 
)Q =u(Q)= {(2, 2), (a, 5) ..... (67fl, flYO)} 
an initial loop set. 
The reason for the rather complicated formal definition of an initial loop 
set is that we must include only nonrepetitive combinations from a, fl, 7, 3; 
however, the strings a, fl, :y, ~ do not have to be distinct. In other words for 
any (v, x)C M, v is obtained from afly6 and x is obtained from 3yfi5 by 
erasing some of the pairs (a, 5), (fl, fl), (y, ~7), (3, ~) (and possibly by 
changing the order of words). This is essential, since Lemma 2 will be used 
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to show that if two morphisms disagree on some long enough word they will 
disagree already on a shorter word; cf. the proof of Theorem 1. 
Using this notation we state our basic lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let M be an initial loop set, u, w, y E 22* and h, g : 22* ~ A * 
two morphisms. I f  g(uvwxy) = h(uvwxy) holds true for all (v, x) E M, then it 
also holds for (v, x) = (aft76, 6ffla), i.e., 
g(uaf176w~Tflay ) = h(uaflT(~W6ffl8y ). (1) 
The proof of the lemma is rather lengthy. So we divide it into several 
parts, some of them formulated as independent lemmas. 
LEMMA3. Let o E A*, r]l=g(r/) and ?]2 = h(tl) for  each ti in ~*. I f  
v~o)x I = v2oox z holds true for all (v, x )E  M, then also 
(2) 
Proof. We first observe that the case when any of the pairs (a~, 1~1)' 
(il l,/?0, (71,~71) or (61, ~1) equals (2,2) is clear: then Eq. (2) is already 
among the assumptions, since for any (v, x )E  M we have ]VlX~[ = [v2x2[. 
CaseI. ]a l I= la2 l .  Our assumption ala)6l=a2o)d2 now implies the 
identities a I = a 2 and 81 = c72. Consequently, (2) follows from 
/~1 ~1 ~1 (~0~1 ~1 ]~1 = ~2 ~2 ~2 (D~2 ~2/~2 " 
Case II. l a~l > la2l. Let a~ = a2/l for some ~ E A +. Moreover, let 
M~ = {(v, x) E Ml(av, xa) E M/ .  
Then from our assumption and the identity a I ~- a2fl we conclude 
[.lVl t20Xl al = U20)X2a2 for all (v, x) E M~. (3) 
Now we apply Lemma 1 to the equation ¢tcoc71 = coc7 2. So there exist p C A*, 
p' @ A +, i >/ 1 and j /> 0 such that 
I~ = (pp,)i, co = (pp,).i p. 
We assume that pp' is chosen primitive. Setting 
= (p'p)' 
we see that/.to = ~o~7 and c7 2 =~7c71 . Remembering that v 1 (/)x I = 1)2 (.ON 2 for all 
(v, x) E M s, we now conclude from (3) 
/~v 1 c°xl = vl ~°xl/.7 for all (v, x) E M~. (4) 
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Claim. For each (v, x) E M~ there exist i(v) >/0 and i(x) ~ 0 such that 
vl = (pp,)i(~) and X 1 = (p,p)i(x). 
To prove the claim we first observe, by symmetry, that it is enough to 
show the existence of an i(v). 
Let (v, x) be a fixed element in M~. We apply Lemma 1 to the equation 
/'//)1 (J')Xl : DI (J)Xl/~" So  it follows that 
11 = (qq')*, 1)1 (.OXl = (qq,)kt~,~) q, fi = (q,q)k 
for some k ~> 1, k(v, x) >~ 0 and q E A*, q' E A +. Choosing qq' primitive we 
obtain i = k and hence 
qq' = pp' = p(,u) 
and 
q' q = p'p = p(fi). 
(Note that the primitiveness of pp' implies the primitiveness of p'p.) Our 
next aim is to show that p = q and, consequently, p '  = q'. Assume that this 
is not the case. Then, e.g., p = q~0, for some ~0 4= ~, implying that q' = rpp'. 
Thus, we have p( f i )= ¢o(p'q)= (p'q)~o, and since both ~0 and p'q are 
nonempty p(ep)= p(p'q). So p(fi) E (p(~0)) z (p(ep))*, a contradiction. 
In conclusion, we have proved so far that for each (v, x) C M s there exists 
a k(v, x) such that 
v 1 cox~ = (pp,)k,,,X~p 
and moreover 
co = (pp,)i  p, ¢t = (pp,)i, fi = (p,p)i. 
In particular, ~o is a suffix of v~ox~ and hence we may define 21 by the con- 
dition 
O)XI ~ "~1 60. 
By the definition of ^, it is clear that it behaves like a morphism, i.e., 
~) '=22 '  (whenever everything is defined). It is also clear that 
V,~l C (pp')+ for each (v ,x )EM~.  
Next we consider fl- and y-words. By the above periodicity and by the 
length argument we have 
Consequently, 
=y,pl, 
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and 
So it follows that fl~, ~1 E s* and ill, ~1 ~ s* for some words sj and s 2. Thus, 
we may use our last equalities to conclude that fl~, 71, ill, Yl E s* for some s. 
Since fllfi~ and Y1~1 are powers of a primitive word pp' we have 
fll, Y,,f l l ,  ~i e (pp')*.  
By symmetry, we also obtain 
51 , 3~ e (pp')*.  
Finally, we are ready to conclude Eq. (2). Indeed, we have 
= a2~l ~1 61 31 ~1 dl #('Oal 
= a2 fll ~,'1 51 31 ~1/~1 o)flC~l 
= a2/~l ~', 51 ~o31 ~71fi1 a2 
Case III. ]a2] > [a,[. Clearly, this is symmetric to Case II. 
So our proof for Lemma 3 is complete. | 
LEMMA 4. Let r E A*, ~/~ =g(r/)  and q2 = h(q) for each ~ in ~*. I f  
rv~x I = x2vz r holds true for all (v, x) E M, then also 
~'al H1 ~151 ~1 91 ~1 al = a2f12 ~2 52 ~2 Yzfi2 a2 3. (5) 
Proof. As in Lemma 3, we may assume that the words a I al, fl~fiJ, ~ ~l 
and 61 51 are nonempty. We have two cases. 
Case I. fl(a) = 0; i.e., the balance of the word a is zero. 
Subcase(i). N=max{lf1272~72fi21, 1~232~2~'-21, 1~5262~21}~>1rl. Since
fl(a) = 0 and ra l~ 1 = azffzr we have 
l a ;  '~al I = 131 = l a2 ~(a l ) - l l .  (6) 
Now let, e.g., LM~5252fi21>~I~I. Then from the assumption rfl1515,fll= 
f12 52 62fl2 r we obtain 
prefl ~l (fie 62 62f12) = r = suf I~](~1 ~151 ~1). 
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Consequently, from the assumption ra 1 fl131 31/~1 ffl -- a2f12 52 3-2fl2 52 r and (6) 
it follows that 
a[lral = V = a2 z'(tffl) -1. 
So the desired Eq. (5) follows from rill )'1 6, 31 ~71/~1 = f12 )'2 62 32 ~7fl~2 v. 
Subcase (ii). N < [r[. From our assumptions rv lx I = v2x2r for (v, x) C 
{ (fl,/~), OY, Y), (fl77, ~7/~), O, fl,/~7)} we conclude that 
f12H2 )'2 )'-2, )'2 72 f12J~2, •2 )'2 72 ]~2, )'2 fl2]~2 72 ~ pref(r). 
Consequently, 
~J2),2~2 = ),2~2~2d2 = ~2),2 ~2d2 = ),2~J2 ~2 
and so we derive, as in the end of the proof of Case II in Lemma 3, that 
f12, )'2, f12, f2 C q* 
for some primitive word q. 
Using the symmetric reasoning for fl- and 6-words we obtain that also 
62,32 ~ q*. 
Now the identity vfll fil = f12fi2 r gives 
r E (q'q")* q' (7) 
for some words q' and q" with q = q'q". Consequently, v2x2r C (q'q")* q' 
for all (v,x)EMo~ , and hence our assumptions together with the 
primitiveness of q'q" implies 
ill, ),1,61,fi1, Yl, 31 C (q"q')*. (8) 
To complete the Case II(ii) we prove the following claim. Observe that the 
claim will be proved without assuming anything about the balance of the 
word a. 
Claim. Assume that the pairs (,8,/t), (77, ~7) and (6, 3) satisfy 
ill, ~1, 61, ]~1, ~1, 31 ~ (q"q')* 
and 
f12, 77z, 62, fl2, ~2, 32 E (q' q")* 
for some words q' and q" with q'q" primitive. Then the statement of 
Lemma 4 follows. 
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To prove the claim let 
r=a; , ra ,=52r (5 ,  ) 1. 
(So we assume that [rail >~ [a2[; the case [ral[<, ]a2] is similar.) From the 
identities ra~ 51 = a z 5~ r and ra 1//1/~1 al = a2flzf12 ~2 ~" we obtain 
r C pref(5 zr) ~ pref(fl2fi 2 52 r). 
Hence, by the fact f12fi2 C (q'q")+, 
r E pref(q'q")*. 
Let r=q 'q  with Iq[<]q[ and n/>0. Now we use the identity 
valfll ?1Yl~, 51 = a2f1272Y2 fi252 r° This yields 
rill 71 Yl fi, =/3z 72 Y2 fi2 r C=_ pref(q'q")*. 
Consequently, 
qq"q'q"q' E pref(q'q")* 
which, by the primitiviness of q'q", is possible only if q --- q'. Hence 
r E (q'q")* q' 
and so a straightforward calculation proves (5). 
Case II. fl(a) va O. 
Now the assumption rv~x I = v2x2r, for each (v, x )E  M, implies that 
r (V lXO'=(VzXyr  for all n>~0. 
Next we make use of the identities ra lG=a252v 
a:v2x:52r for (v,x)  EM,~. Assuming that !ra,[>~[a:[ 
quite similar) we obtain 
a21rat = (t~2 U2X2) -1 ra I VlX 1 = 52r(5~) -1 = u2x2t~2(vlx , 5 , ) - I .  
This yields 
TaI(U1X1) n 51 =-  a2(VRX2) n 527." for all n >/0 and (v, x) E M s. 
From (9) and (10) it follows that 
r(VlXl)n,a;l"cal(vlxl) ' f f_pref(v2x2) * for all n~>0. 
(9) 
and ra~vlx15, = 
(the other case is 
(lo) 
(11) 
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Now observe that Iv] 4: ]a2~ral] since fl(a) 4: O. In other words, one of the 
words r - l (a21ra l )  and (a~-~ ral) - 1 r is defined and nonempty. Let this word 
be p(a). Then, by (11), (VlXl)n C pref(p(a))* for all n >/0. Consequently, 
p(v~ X l )= p(p(a)).  This means that there exists a primitive word, say, p, such 
that 
UlX l~p + for each (v ,x )  CM,~. 
Observe that p is independent of (v, x). 
Now let us consider y- and fl-words. We have 
YI~I, f l lf i l ,  ~21/~1fil ~1 CP +- 
From the primitiveness of p it immediately follows that 
Yl' ~1'/~1' dl Ep* .  
Hence, by symmetry, also 
61, ~1 Cp* .  
We continue as in Case I(ii) to obtain Eqs. (7) and the analogy of (8) for the 
words f12,fi2, 72, ~72, c52 and ~2. So the Claim becomes applicable, which 
completes the proof of Lemma 4. II 
Proof  o f  Lemma 2. Let us recall our assumption 
ldlUIWIXIYl=U21)2W2XzY 2 for (v ,x )  EM.  (12) 
Our aim is to show that this equality holds also for (aft?& &Tfl~). We have 
four different cases depending on the relative lengths of u I , u 2, Yl and Y2. 
Case I. u 1 = u2p, y~ = ay 2 for some words p and a. 
Case II. u l = u2p, Y2 = ayl for some words p and o. 
Case IlL u 2 = Ulp, Y2 = ay~ for some words p and a. 
Case IV. u 2 = Ulp, yl = aY2 for some words p and a. 
Clearly, by symmetry, it is enough to prove the lemma for Cases I and II. 
Case I. The identities ul = u2P and y~ = try 2 applied to u~ wl Yl = u2 w2 Y2 
yields pw I a = w 2 and, consequently, (12) is equivalent o 
pv lw lx la=v2pwlax  2 for (v ,x )  CM.  (13) 
Clearly, for each (v, x) E M, there exists tT: and £2 such that 
v 2P = PE2, ax: = £2 a. 
643/52/2 5
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By the definition of the operation ~, it is clear that ~, when defined, behaves 
like a morphism, i.e., (xx-~)=Y2'. Hence, with this notation, (13) is 
equivalent o 
VlWlX l=g2Wl . f  z for (v ,x )@M.  
The proof of Case I is now completed by Lemma 3. Observe that when 
proving Lemma 3 we have simplified notation: w I is replaced by m and the 
waves over the symbols are omitted. 
Case II. Now identities ul --- u2p and Y2 = aYl applied to 
hi1 Wl Yl = uz w2 Yz yields pW l ----- W20". We have two subcases. 
Subcase (i). There exists a word r E A* such that p = w 2 r and a = rw z ; 
i.e., w I and w 2 are not overlapping. With this notation (12) is equivalent o 
w2r l ) lW1X1=~32w2x272Wl  fo r (v ,x )  EM.  
As in Case I we define words t~ 2 and 21 such that 
V2 W2 ---- W2/~2, WlXI=XIW1 for (v ,x )  EM.  
So (14) is equivalent o 
rv 121 = ~2x2r  for (v, x) E M; 
(14) 
i.e., we have (after a renaming) the situation of Lemma 4. 
Subcase (ii). In pw I = wza, w I and w 2 are overlapping; i.e., there is a 
word r E A* such that w I = ra and w 2 =pr .  So (12) is equivalent o 
pv l rax l=vEprx2  o fo ra l l (v ,x )  EM.  (15) 
Again we define words xl and t71 such that 
aXl  = XI a, Vzp : pl~ 2 . 
Consequently, (15) can be rewritten as 
O 1 r21 = if2 Z'X2 for all (v, x) E M; 
i.e., we may use Lemma 3 (after a renaming) in this case. 
So our proof for Lemma 2 is complete. I 
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4. A TEST SET FOR CONTEXT FREE LANGUAGES 
In this section we prove our main result. 
THEOREM 1. For every context free language L c_ S* (given by a 2free 
context free grammar G) there effectively exists a test set F. Moreover, F can 
be chosen to be {wELlIwl<<,m4"+l}, where n is the eardinality of the 
nonterminal lphabet of G and m is the length of the longest right hand side 
among the productions. 
Proof Assume that L is generated by a ,t-free context free grammar 
G = (N, S, P, S). Let D be the set of all terminal derivation trees generated 
by G such that on each path from the root to a leaf at most four nodes are 
labelled by the same nonterminal. Let L '  denote the set of terminal words 
generated by D (the yield of D). Clearly, L '  is a finite subset of L. 
We claim that L '  is a test set for L. To show this let h and g be arbitrary 
two morphisms. Assume that there exists a word z in L - -L '  such that 
h(z) 4= g(z). Moreover, let z be a minimal such word (with respect o (h, g)); 
i.e., whenever h(z')4:g(z') with z 'EL - -L ' ,  then [z'l/>[z I. By the 
definition of L ' ,  there exists a derivation tree for z of the form shown in 
Fig. 1, for some words u, w,y and some pairs (a, c~), (fl,/Y), (7, 7) and (6, 6) 
different from (2, 2). 
By Lemma 2 and by the relation h(z)~:g(z), we conclude that deleting 
some A-loops from the above derivation tree, i.e., erasing from z some of the 
u c~ F~ 
FIG. 1. 
s 
6 ~ ~ # i i y 
A derivation tree for the word z in the proof of Theorem 1. 
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pairs (a, ci), (fl,/~), (7, ~7) or (6, 6), we obtain a shorter word z 1 such that 
h(z 0 veg(zl). By the minimality of z, z I must be in LL Consequently, L '  
tests whether h and g agree on L. Because this is true for any pair of 
morphisms, L '  is really a test set for L. 
The second sentence of the theorem is immediate, l 
Theorem 1 immediately implies the main result of Culik and Salomaa 
(1978), the decidability of morphism equivalence for the family of context 
free languages. 
COROLLARY 1. Given a context free grammar G = (N, T, P, S) and two 
morphisms g, h : T* ~ A* it is decidable whether g(w) = h(w) for all w in 
L(G). l 
We can easily extend the claims of both Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 to 
some noncontext free languages using the following: 
LEMMA 5. If F is a test set for L and F c L ' ~ L then F is a test set for 
L r , 
Proof This is obvious by definition of a test set. l 
EXAMPLE. It has been shown in Culik and Salomaa (1978) that any two 
distinct strings of the language L = {anbnln/> 1} form its test set. Hence, by 
Lemma 5 the same statement holds true also for every subset of L of 
cardinality at least two. 
5. APPLICATIONS TO SYSTEMS OF EQUATIONS OVER A FREE MONOID 
In Culik and Karhum~iki (1982) it has been shown that the effective 
existence of a test set for a language of certain type is equivalent to the 
effective existence of an equivalent finite subsystem for every system of 
equations of "the same type." Here we are concerned with context free 
(algebraic) languages and correspondingly with context free (algebraic) 
systems of equations, which we will now introduce formally. 
A system of equations over Z* with unknowns N is a binary relation 
S _ (NU Z)* X (NU S)*. A pair (u, v) in S represents the equation u = v. 
We say that system S is rational (regular) or algebraic (push-down) if N is 
finite and relation S is rational (regular) or algebraic (defined by a push- 
down transducer), respectively. 
The following lemma follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 in Culik and 
Karhum~iki (1982). 
LEMMA 6. I f  there effectively exists a test set for every context free 
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language, then for every algebraic (push-down) system S of equations over 
S* we can effectively construct a finite equivalent subsystem of S. | 
Thus our main result has an immediate corollary which extends a result 
obtained for rational systems in Culik and Karhum~iki (1982). 
COROLLARY 2. Given (effectively) an algebraic (push-down) system of 
equations S, we eaR effectively construct a finite equivalent subsystem of S. 
Proof. This is proved by Lemma 6 and Theorem 1. | 
EXAMPLE. Let S be the system of equations over {a, b}* with unknowns 
w, x, y, and z 
w"x n = y"z" for all n ~> 1. 
Clearly, S is an algebraic system, and every solution of S is either of the 
form w=y, x=z  or of the form w=p r, x=p q, y=pS, z=pt, where 
p ~ {a, b}*; r, q, s, t >~ 0 and r + q = s + t. Here any two equations form an 
equivalent finite subsystems of S. This is just a translation into the 
terminology of equations of the Theorem 3.1 from Culik and Salomaa (1980) 
which states that every two distinct strings of the context free language 
{a"b"ln ~> 1 } constitute a test set. 
The inclusion problem for systems of equations is to test for two given 
systems S 1 and S 2 whether every solution of S~ is also a solution of S 2. 
Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.3 from Culik and Karhum/iki (1982), together 
with Corollary 2, imply the decidability of the inclusion and the equivalence 
problem for algebraic systems of equations. 
COROLLARY 3. The equivalence problem and the inclusion problem for 
algebraic systems of equations (with finite number of unknowns) over S* are 
decidable. | 
COROLLARY 4. It is decidable whether an algebraic system of equations 
on a free monoid has a solution. 
Proof. By Corollary 3 we can effectively construct an equivalent finite 
system of equations. Its solvability is decidable by Makanin (1977). | 
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